Droplet-Based Additive Manufacturing of Hard Metal Components by Thermoplastic 3D Printing (T3DP)
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Abstract

Thermoplastic 3D printing (T3DP) is an Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology that cannot only be used for producing ceramic, metal or multi-material components, but for the Additive Manufacturing of hard metal or cemented carbide components, too. This is possible because the technology combines the precise deposition of small droplets of molten thermoplastic hard-metal-containing suspensions and an increasing viscosity resulting from a cooling process as curing mechanism.

This paper demonstrates the suitability of the T3DP-process for the AM of hard metal compounds. Using WC-Co suspensions with a solid content of 67 vol%, single droplets were deposited and first components manufactured. After de-binding and sintering, completely dense samples were achieved. Zero porosity was determined in the microstructures analyzed by means of FESEM and optical microscopy.
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I. Introduction

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a manufacturing process that allows the build-up of objects layer-by-layer. Formerly, AM was also referred to as rapid prototyping (RP) or Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF). In popular science, the term “3D printing” is used as a synonym for Additive Manufacturing. According to ASTM, Additive Manufacturing is a “process of joining material to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer” 1. Today, AM of polymers is state-of-the-art. In the field of metals and ceramics, it is possible to process more and more materials.

For hard material components, the technical application of AM technologies has so far been limited. First investigations were described by Zong et al. in 1992. WC-Co-Ni powder mixtures were processed by means of Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) 2. Laoui et al. used WC-9 wt% Co for SLS and infiltrated the manufactured structures with copper 3. Kruth et al. made 3D pyramid parts from WC-12 wt% Co using SLS followed by cobalt infiltration and achieved a maximum density of 89.5 % 4. The manufacturing of WC-Co composite using SLS followed by Cu infiltration was described by Gu et al. 5,6. Kumar produced a density of 96 % with non-infiltrated WC-9Co-parts from the SLS-process 7.

The Additive Manufacturing of hard metal components with 3D printing was investigated too. Kelley produced a green density of 52 vol% using a powder-bed-based process and a particle size between 38 μm and 53 μm by using a special densification process for the powder bed 8. Kernan et al. described a suspension-based 3D printing process and achieved a green density of about 47 % of theoretical density for a finer powder mixture, which allowed the realization of a layer thickness of 25 μm 9.

Thermoplastic 3D printing (T3DP) has been developed as an AM technology 10, which can be used for the production of dense ceramic components independent of the physical properties of the used powders (e.g. light absorption) 11 as well as for the production of multi-material-components 12,13 to combine multi-functional properties with freedom in design and construction 14. The combination of precise deposition of small droplets with the fast deposition of filaments is one of the main advantages of T3DP. The small droplets enable a high resolution in critical volumes and the deposition of filaments guarantees a high production speed for volumes where no change in material occurs.

The AM of dense alumina components with the use of T3DP could be demonstrated 10 as well as the AM of multi-material components (zirconia-stainless steel) 11,12. Molten thermoplastic feedstocks (=suspensions) are processed in a dispensing unit with xyz-positioning. The melting temperature of the suspensions (approx. 100 °C) and the viscosity are relatively low compared to the thermoplastic feedstocks that are used in conventional Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF).

The main goal of the presented study was to investigate if the T3DP process would also be adequate for the AM of
hard metal components. Here especially the preparation of suitable suspensions and the characterization of their rheological behavior were performed and adapted. The deposition of single droplets was realized and first components manufactured, debinded, and sintered. The sintered samples were characterized based on measurements of density and investigation of FESEM images of cross-sections.

II. Materials and Methods

(1) Preparation of suspensions
The hard metal suspensions were prepared by using a powder mixture of wet-milled nanoscaled WC (WC grade DN3.5/H.C. Starck Tungsten) and a 10 wt% Co (Half Micron/Umicore) as well as small amounts of grain growth inhibitors VC and Cr$_3$C$_2$ (VC grade HV 160 and Cr$_3$C$_2$ grade 160/H.C. Starck Tungsten). The powder mixture was first dried and sieve-granulated to a granulesize be- grade 160/H.C. Starck Tungsten). The powder mixture was first dried and sieve-granulated to a granulesize below 315 µm. These loose granules were later dispersed and deagglomerated during the suspension preparation. Thereby a powder content of 67 vol% could be realized within the T3DP suspension. A mixture of paraffin (H&R Wax 54/56, H&R Wax Company) and beeswax (bleached pastilles, DAB) was used as binder system. The binder compound and a dispersing agent were heated up to 100 °C in a heatable ball mill. Then the powder mixture was added and the suspension was homogenized by means of stirring for 2 h at 100 °C.

(2) Droplet formation
A heatable micro dispensing system (Vermes, Germany), a system for single-drop deposition, to deposit the hard metal suspension was used. This system consists of a piezo actor, which is actuated by a control unit, a needle inside a small chamber, which opens and closes a nozzle with a diameter of 150 µm, and a lever system connecting the piezo actor with the needle.

(3) Characterization of rheological behavior
For estimating the shear rates acting in the used micro dispensing system, the inner geometry was measured (gap width: 4 mm) and the velocity of the tappet was calculated (maximum velocity: 20 m/s). Occurring shear rates up to 5000 s$^{-1}$ have been calculated. For characterizing the rheological behavior of the hard metal suspension, a rheometer (Modular Compact Rheometer MCR 302, Anton Paar, Graz, AUT) adjustable between -25 to 200 °C was used. A cone-plate measurement geometry (gap width 44 µm) ensures homogeneous shear stress distribution. An increasing shear rate from 0.1 to 6000 s$^{-1}$ was applied to measure the flow behavior at different temperatures between 60 °C and 100 °C. The shear rate was predefined as the rotation velocity of the cone against the fixed plate and the shear stress was calculated from the measured torque needed to deform the suspension. The dynamic viscosity was calculated from the shear rate and shear stress and plotted as a function of the shear rate.

(4) Debinding and sintering
The debinding of the samples is a very challenging step because of the thermoplastic behavior of the green samples. To avoid any deformation and any oxidation, debinding was performed in a hydrogen atmosphere with low heating rates of 4 K/h and lower, the samples were sintered in a SinterHIP furnace (FCT, Germany). Dense samples could be prepared by sintering at 1350 °C and 60 bar argon HIP pressure.

(5) Characterization of sintered components
The density of sintered samples was measured according to DIN ISO 3369. The relative density was calculated based on the rule of mixture from the densities of WC, Co Cr$_3$C$_2$ and VC. Magnetic properties, such as saturation moment and coercivity, were determined according to DIN ISO 3326. For microstructural analysis, the samples were polished down to 1 µm using diamond slurries. Images of the microstructure were taken using a FESEM LEO 982 (Carl Zeiss SMT AG) and optical microscopy.

III. Results and Discussion

(1) Rheological behavior of the suspensions
An ideal suspension for the TD3P process should have a pseudoplastic behavior at a relatively low viscosity level. That means the suspension shows a shear thinning behavior, which results in low viscosity at high shear rates. This is important for metering small volumes through small geometries at low pressures. In contrast, a high viscosity at a low shear rate is necessary for fixing the suspension at the point of application.

The rheological behavior of the suspension is a quality-changing criteria in many shaping technologies, especially for the manufacturing of ceramic, metal or hard metal components using T3DP. The properties of the suspensions essentially determine the shaping process, in this case the formation of droplets (diameter, roundness, occurrence of satellite droplets), which is important for the realizable resolution and accuracy of manufactured components.

Different graphs are plotted in Fig. 1 to show the dynamic viscosity of the suspension as function of the shear rate and dependent on temperature (range of 60 to 100 °C). All graphs show a shear thinning behavior. With increasing shear rate, the dynamic viscosity decreases. But all curves show an inflection point, where the negative slope of the graphs increase again. In order to identify the responsible mechanism, the shear stress is plotted against the shear rate in Fig. 2.

The decreasing shear stress at the different shear rates indicates a problem of the measurement setup. At higher shear rates the suspension tore off the measurement equipment and a lower torque was measured. The calculated values of shear stress and viscosity became lower than they would have been if the suspension had stayed on the cone and plate completely.

To discuss the results, the “two-plate model” is used. The suspension is placed between two different plates. The lower one is fixed and the upper one is moved. Ideally the suspension is connected completely to both surfaces and
no turbulences occur within the suspension. The model describes the suspension as a sum of many different thin layers which are displaced against each other by the induced deformation force.

The torque needed for the displacement of the layers increases with higher shear rates and suspension viscosity. But the adhesion between the suspension and the plates is limited and therefore the suspension tears off one plate at higher deformation forces.

With an increasing temperature, the viscosity of the suspension and the cohesion between the layers decreases and a lower torque is needed to displace the layers. With increasing temperatures the suspension tears off one plate at higher shear rates and the inflection point of the viscosity curve is shifted to higher shear rates.

The lowest dynamic viscosity was measured for the highest temperature. This results from the lubrication effect of the paraffin, which increases with rising temperature.

(2) Sintered components

Figs. 3 – 7 show two different defect-free sintered test samples. Single walls were manufactured and sintered without any defects or deformation. The elevations at the edges of test Sample 1 result from the used test rig. So far the deposition of droplets and the movement of the axis are not synchronized perfectly yet. Thus the axis slows down on the edges of the manufactured sample but the deposition of the droplets still continues with the same frequency. Therefore more material is deposited than needed and the samples become higher at the edges than in the areas in between.

After being sintered, the components show the typical matt metallic shine of sintered hard metals and no defects or delaminations were detected in a visual inspection.

As seen in Table 1, density values of the printed and sintered sample are 100 % of theoretical density and optical images of polished samples show a pore-free microstructure as shown in Fig. 8 and 9.
Table 1: Properties of T3D printed or pressed and then sintered hard metals made from the same starting mixture of WC DN3.5 and 10 wt% Co.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample [process]</th>
<th>density [g/cm³]</th>
<th>Hc [kA/m]</th>
<th>mS [μTm³/kg]</th>
<th>porosity [% theor.]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T3DP</td>
<td>14.23±0.01</td>
<td>47±1</td>
<td>15.1±0.3</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressed</td>
<td>14.22±0.01</td>
<td>47±1</td>
<td>15.3±0.3</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Magnetic properties are comparable with the same material shaped in a conventional dry pressing process. Magnetic saturation of 15.1 μTm³/kg corresponds to 81% of theoretical magnetic saturation, showing that the composition is still within the WC-Co two-phase region and neither free carbon nor etaphase should be present. The coercivity of 47 kA/m corresponds to a nanoscaled grain size of WC grains in the mean size of <200 nm. The porosity measurement according to ISO 4499–4 shows only a limited number of pores < 10 μm and no pores in the range of 10 μm to 25 μm. FESEM images of the microstructure are given in Fig. 10.
The microstructure consists of a homogeneous Co binder phase (dark) and mostly triangular WC grains in the size between 50 nm to 500 nm. Mechanical properties have not been measured so far, but it can be expected that there will be no difference to conventionally shaped hard metal components with the same composition.

Fig. 9: Optical images of sintered hard metal test sample manufactured with T3DP with the pore-free microstructure.

IV. Summary and Conclusions

The Thermoplastic 3D printing process has been shown to be suitable for the AM of hard metal components. A suspension with 67 vol% could be realized and the rheological behavior was characterized. The dynamic viscosity of the thermoplastic suspension increases with decreasing temperature and decreasing shear rates. At shear rates of 5000 s⁻¹ and higher, dynamic viscosities of 0.5 Pa·s and lower were measured for all investigated temperatures.

Sintered hard metal components show a dense microstructure and typical magnetic values. With further adjustment and development of Thermoplastic 3D Printing, the production of components with higher geometrical complexity will be possible. However, more work has to be done especially to study a wider range of hard metal compositions and to enhance the understanding of the principle limitations concerning component size, surface roughness and building speed. A very wide range of geometries and compositions should be possible in general, thus allowing for totally new types of tools and applications.
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